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For anyone considering a trip either with or without golf
arrangements to Scotland, Ireland, England or Wales we
would like to offer our services as specialists in arranging the
perfect travel plans.
Our experience and history of working exclusively with these
countries has allowed us the opportunity to develop outstanding and continued relationships with all of our partners
in this industry -including hotels, golf courses, ground operators, car rental companies, restaurants, and touring companies -which in turn allow us to be confident in knowing that
you, our clients, will receive the very best service possible. We
insist on very high standards and will not sell any service provider that cannot perform to our level of
quality. We are proud of each and every trip we plan and are committed to present all of this with a warm
and friendly attitude, fair pricing and our promise to go the extra mile at all times.
It is the history, mission and specialty of Diamond In The Rough Golf and Luxury Getaways to provide a
memorable experience tailored to the discerning traveler. At DITRG, we understand that your golf trip
needs to be planned to perfection, whether it is a “once in a lifetime” trip or a yearly event we are as dedicated to each experience as if it were our own. Our attention to detail and quality has resulted in longterm relationships with satisfied customers. We set ourselves apart by always meeting the needs of our
customers and frequently arrange the type of itineraries that many others simply cannot or will not do.
For us, the more complex the request the better, as this narrows the field down to a few really top-notch
companies allowing our clients the confidence that we will design a perfect program around your wishes.
We pride ourselves on being on the pulse of what is new and always in search of fresh ideas. Go from walking on a 600 year old golf course to a state of the art
spa for some pampering, experience fine dining in
some of the newest and talked about restaurants, see
a fabulous show or just enjoy a pint of cold Guinness
at one of the hundreds of pubs along the way...we can
recommend and arrange all of the above!
If you are accompanied by guests who do not play
golf they will be equally as thrilled with the unique
and exciting choices we have to offer them, with just
as much enthusiasm. Our luxury getaway packages
offer the same type of research and planning -private
garden tours, barging trips, women’s weekend packages, culinary tours with cooking demonstrations, family group tours, London theatre packages that
include dinners at manor houses, deluxe castle stays in highlands of Scotland or the coast of Ireland, from
farmhouses to five star restaurants and helicopter transfers we can do it all with ease and eagerness.
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Your Golf Vacation is very important to us and we take pride in our ability to create the perfect customized golf trip for you. To assist you with planning, we are happy to provide sample vacation
itineraries to let you see what can be done and at what cost. However, as pretty much all the great
courses are private member clubs, all trips have to be individually designed and this is our specialty.

Self-Drive Tours

For those who want
great flexibility, a self
drive tour makes
sense. Everything is
preplanned
and
booked, but the pace
of travel is dictated
by you. We make sure that your rental is suitable for your party and is large enough for you
to drive in comfort. Our rentals range from
compact vehicles to luxury vehicles in both
manual and automatic transmissions.

Chauffeur Driven Tours
Travel in luxury and
style with your own
personal driver and
enjoy the freedom
that comes from
having an expert
with you. This opportunity gives you the
chance to sample some of the wonderful
countryside. In addition, it enables nongolfers to sightsee while the golfers play their
game. These types of vehicles range from a
Caravelle to Luxurious Coaches.

Helicopter Travel
For those who want
to cover a lot of
ground quickly, we
can arrange trips or
parts of trips by helicopter. Although it is
not the cheapest form of travel, it is useful if

you are only staying for a short period of
time.

Accommodation Selections
We are proud of the collection of accommodations that we have to offer you. Throughout
our many years in the industry we have
visited, stayed in, or met with sales directors
on all the properties that we suggest. It is of
utmost importance to us that each accommodation meets high standards and the staff is
friendly, helpful, respectful and welcoming to
each and every one of our clients that come
through their doors.
Five Star Accommodations- Diamond Collection
Luxurious hotels of the highest standard with
amenities such as spa treatments, restaurants, and personalized services.
Four Star Accommodations- Gold Collection
Contemporary hotels of excellent quality and
charm. Restaurant facilities available as well
as garden walks and wine cellar talks.
Three Star Accommodations- Silver Collection & Guesthouses- Bronze Collection
These range from small, family operated
premises to larger, modern hotels. Restaurants offer high standards of cuisine in
relaxed and hospitable surroundings.

